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Ballast VR is proud to introduce DIVR®, a revolutionary VR snorkeling system that 

transforms any pool into a memorable sensory experience, transporting guests deep 

under the sea, floating through outer space and voyaging in other fantastic worlds.


The DIVR® Guest Experience is unlike any other attraction on the market. It’s an 

experience that will make your resort stand out, while generating impressive new revenue 

for your property. 

 

Guests are welcomed into shallow water (3-4ft) and provided with a snorkel and flotation 

belt that will keep them safely tethered during their experience. DIVR® can be offered as 

a 30 minute VIP session lasting for 20 minutes and up to 4 guests can safely enjoy DIVR 

together, making it the perfect family attraction for guests from 7 years old to 90!

DIVR® Guest Experience

CREATE AN ELEVATED GUEST EXPERIENCE 
WITH CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY



Boost Your Revenues

Taking payment efficiently and quickly is important for your DIVR® revenue performance.  

The Ballast team will help consult with packaging, pricing, payment methods and assets 

for your marketing and operations teams to maximize DIVR® sales on-site, through group 

sales and online pre-booking reservations. 

 

At the highest performing locations, DIVR® generates more than $20,000 USD per month 

with 800 VIP packages sold on a monthly basis.


Our installations have successfully attracted more than 750,000 paying customers and 

our expertise in location-based payment systems is at your disposal.

Example Pricing
VIP DIVR Experience (20 minutes): $24.99 

Family Package: Four DIVR® guests: $89.99

Year 1

Year 2

$52,500 $105,000 $157,500 $210,000

DIVR Waterpark
DIVR Resort

Annual Revenue from DIVR®

On-Site Marketing at Kalahari Resorts 

and Grand Solmar, Cabo San Lucas



Proven Technology

“We are excited to introduce this first-of-its-

kind adventure in the UAE that is guaranteed 

to deliver unforgettable guest experiences”  

	 – GM, Yas Waterworld

Featured DIVR® Installations

“DIVR has been a profitable decision for us 
from the outset. It helps us book rooms, sell 
memberships and create organic social media 
buzz” – Chief Fun Officer, Welk Resorts

“Kalahari Resorts has always strived to be on 

the cutting edge of technology. We’re proud 

to be the first in the United States to feature 

DIVR to our guests all across the country.  

– Corporate Creative Director, Kalahari 

Resorts & Conventions

“Virtual reality underwater is amazing. It's the most 

immersive VR I've ever tried.” – Joan Solsman, CNET

Kalahari Resorts & Conventions (USA) 
      Pennsylvania, Texas, Ohio, Wisconsin 
Welk Resorts (USA/MX)  
     San Diego, Palm Springs, Breckenridge 
     Cabo San Lucas 
Barcelo Hotels (Mexico)  
     Maya, Cancun, Vallarta, Hualtuco 
Sonnentherme Lutzmannsburg (Austria)  
Yas Waterworld (Abu Dhabi, UAE)

Cabrio Lippstadt (Germany) 
Kokpunkten Actionbad (Sweden) 
CAFAM Parque Aquatico (Colombia) 
Swimbad Maennendorf (Switzerland) 
Wasserwelt Braunschweig (Germany) 
LAGO, Kortrijk (Belgium) 
Dreams Macao (Dominican Rep.) 
Iberostar Bavaro (Dominican Rep.) 
Iberostar Coral (Dominican Rep.)



Immersive VR Experiences

Each Ballast VR experience lasts approximately ~5 minutes, allowing guests to have an 

enjoyable and relaxed journey while keeping throughput high.


From the depths of the ocean to the limits of outer space, or the thrill of skydiving through 

a lush jungle landscape – DIVR® enables hyper-immersive experiences that capitalize on 

the incredible sensation of zero gravity that floating in water provides.


It’s memorable, it’s magical and it will be one of the highlights of your guest’s day.

DEEP SEA SKYDIVING

REEF DIVING WHALE RESCUE

OUTER SPACE JOURNEY TO ATLANTIS



DIVR® is sold as a system that can be shipped and installed without any on-site technical 

support or permanent infrastructure changes to the pool, meaning that the system can be put in 

and taken out easily within a matter of minutes. 


INCLUDED in the DIVR® System:


• Ballast Virtual Reality headsets 


• Triton (Operating System) pre-installed


• 2 High quality content experiences 


• Wireless charging docks


• Elastic swim tethers 


• Swim anchors 


• Interchangeable lens units


• Flotation belts (Children and Adult sizes)


• Cressi Supernova snorkels


• NFC launch badges and lanyards


• Anti-Fog solution


• Interchangeable snorkel mouthpieces


Safety Features
1. Flotation belt provides buoyancy to support the guest in a prone, floating 	 	

position during the experience.


2. Safety tether, connected to an anchor so the guest can move freely without 	 	

worry of moving beyond their swim zone.


3. Interchangeable, washable snorkel mouthpiece for comfortable, easy breathing of 

ambient air during the experience – each guest receives their own snorkel mouthpiece.

System Overview 

DIVR® is designed for pools that are 3-4 feet in depth, so that 

when each guest is in the pool they may easily stand up if there is 

ever any discomfort or problems breathing through the snorkel.




DIVR® Operation
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1. Arrange DIVR® Equipment – DIVR® equipment is easily transported via wheeled cart to the 

poolside. DIVR® is designed to quickly be set up or removed from the pool for flexible operation.


2. Prepare Guest for DIVR® – after a short safety briefing, the guest puts on their safety belt 

and VR headset. With a simple tap of the NFC card, their experience will begin.


3. Monitor Guests in Water – as guests enjoy their 5 minute experience, at least one trained 

operator is required to be in the water to ensure guest comfort and safety.


4. Sanitize & Charge Headsets – after each use, headsets are sanitized with a spray solution. 

Interchangeable snorkel mouthpieces allow each guest to use their own mouthpiece.

Steps of Operation



Hardware

The DIVR® system is a collection of state-of-the-art waterproof virtual reality 

components. Ballast VR has patented (USPTO #10,782,525) a unique headset 

design with software and operational methods that minimizes complications for 

operators while maximizing ease of use, comfort and enjoyability for guests. 


Each DIVR® headset can operate for 3-4 hours before being docked on a unique 

wireless charging station. While the headset charges, Ballast captures data from the 

usage of the system so that we can remotely diagnose any software issues from our 

headquarters in San Francisco, while analyzing valuable operational data. 


Content experiences are activated with a simple tap of our content cards to the 

headset. For each content experience that our customers license, we will provide new 

experience cards so that operators can easily show guests the experience options 

and launch them with ease.


Headsets are easily cleaned with normal soap and water or Steramine solution, while 

snorkel mouthpieces are changed for each guest and recycled through a simple 

cleaning process at the end of each operation period. You’ll be delighted with how 

simple operation and maintenance is, every step of the way.



Configuration Example

The recommended area per DIVR® guest is about 9 feet in diameter, with several feet between 

each swim zone. Average throughput is 9 guests per hour, per station. In this configuration, 54 

guests per hour. Recommended Pool Depth: 3ft to 4ft.


Ballast recommends that one trained operator can attend to up to four guests at one time. The 

pool space available to you will determine how many DIVR® stations can be supported, which will 

inform how many trained operators and lifeguards are required in your operation (in accordance 

with local regulations).

= Trained Operator = Ingress / Egress = DIVR Swim Zone

~45ft

~26ft

The largest purpose-built DIVR pool in  

the world at CAFAM Melgar, Colombia



Charging & Storage
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Ballast will work with your facility team to ensure that DIVR® headsets are installed properly 

for recharging, when not in operation. To meet Ballast warranty conditions and ensure long-

lasting battery performance, we recommend that the headsets are charged and stored in an 

environment that is temperature controlled below 68ºF and configured with proper air 

circulation.  

 

In addition to our complete Standard Operating Procedures and on-site marketing assistance, 

detailed guidelines for storing and charging the VR headsets will be provided to your team.



Frequently Asked Questions

What support is offered after purchasing a DIVR® system?

DIVR® comes with a 1 year limited warranty on all hardware supplied by Ballast. With 

every system order, a generous amount of spare parts are included with the system, 

ensuring that you will have enough parts for replacement due to normal wear and tear 

within the first year of operation. Additional spare parts are available on request; our 

support team is available 24/7.

How do you clean the headsets and snorkel mouthpieces?
During normal operation hours, the chlorine in most pools is a great first line of defense 

to keep DIVR® headsets sanitary and ready for guest use. We also recommend spraying 

each headset with a Steramine solution between uses, allowing 1 minute to dry before 

wiping them down with a towel. After operation, DIVR® headsets can be rinsed in soap 

and water to give them a thorough cleaning. Anti-fog solution is supplied with DIVR® 

systems to keep the lenses fog-free, which can be applied throughout operation.


DIVR® systems include a supply of hundreds of interchangeable snorkel mouthpieces. 

Each guest should receive their own clean snorkel mouthpiece, which can be collected 

after their experience. Used mouthpieces can be disinfected with Steramine or in soap 

and water, to be re-used during the next operation period.

How can we purchase / license new content?
Once you purchase or license a DIVR® system, new content can be added to your 

system remotely, via wireless internet. As soon as your payment has been authorized, 

the content will immediately be available on the headsets.

Is DIVR® safe?
Yes! Over 100,000 people have had incredible and safe experiences with DIVR®.  

VR Snorkeling is completely safe for all guests ages 6 to 96, with a minimum height 

requirement defined by the operator, based on pool depth. Please request our Product 

Manual and SOP’s to view detailed information for DIVR® operation and always consult 

with location regulations on what signage is necessary for compliant operation of virtual 

reality experiences.

How many operators are required to operate DIVR®?

Ballast recommends that two trained operators oversee every DIVR® session. With 

proper scheduling and guest management, DIVR® can be run by one trained operator.



About Ballast VR

Since forming in 2017 and launching their first public attraction in 2018, Ballast now 

delivers more than 75,000 paid guest experiences every month in theme parks and 

resorts around the world. 

Headquartered in San Francisco, the company started with a mission to introduce a 

revolutionary new category of virtual reality experiences that combine the visual 

magic of virtual reality with the powerful physical sensations that water provides. 


#AquaticVR was born out of a desire for fun, exploration and powerful experiences 

for mass audiences. We are fueled by a passion to bring the magic of our oceans to 

people that may never be able to otherwise access them and using technology to 

show guests to new dimensions that they never imagined exploring.


We look forward to bringing the future of 

aquatic experiences to your location!

Stephen Greenwood  

Founder & CEO

Ballast Technologies, Inc. 

498 Alabama Street 

San Francisco, CA 94110

outreach@ballastvr.com 


